Prototype User Stories

As a family member I need to be able to

- Find local coupons, deals, and events
- Have real-time communication with RocSolid Staff members
- Have access to age appropriate movies
- Have access to age appropriate games

As a family member I want to be able to

- View chat history

As RocSolid staff I need to be able to

- Add/Edit records to the entertainment listings
- Add/Edit records to the deals and events listings
- Remove records from the entertainment listings
- Remove records from the deals and events listings
- Be able to instantly chat with RocFamily users
- Add/Edit a staff member

As a tester I need to be able to

- Pre-populate user data
- Populate fake events/movies/games/deals/coupons
- Delete fake events/movies/games/deals/coupons
- Update expiration dates